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where 6 in both lies between 0 and and cos-1 a is the inclination of the stream to the plane.
In the second part of the paper, some general transformation theorems are obtained, which are applicable to problems of electric condensers, forms of hollow vortices, &c.
If two polygons lie one within the other, the transformation of the area between them which makes the boundaries curve is rtz -1
= n r{ e [ a ( « -» r) ] H [ o ( » -» r)]} -\
« where is the internal angle of the polygon at = and 0, H are the elliptic functions usually so indicated.
A similar transformation is given for the case in which one polygon lies outside the other. The method is then applied to find the form of hollow vortices in certain cases. The transformation which gives the motion due to a stationary hollow vortex between two parallel planes is z = A log tn (w- 
